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Abstract: The users helped by the search engine for online transactions in
e-commerce; nonetheless, there is still a lack of search interest from the
user and online shopping intentions. To boost the user's search for product
recommendations, use a search engine for the quest but not for purchasing
purposes. Existing frameworks have some significant problems in the
recommendation technology, such as new product problems, fewer
evaluation problems, a vast amount of data, etc. Many e-commerce
applications lack a better search experience like an Exploratory search
system. This research work aims to create a conceptual model for
recommendation systems using exploratory search, to study the behavior of
users and the efficacy of exploratory search in terms of the quality of the
search results produced. Several machine learning algorithms are used in
this research to classify e-commerce products and evaluate the performance
of these algorithms. The full-text search mechanism is used to implement
an exploratory search system. The exploratory search system is evaluated
by three criteria called to look up, learn and investigate. After the
experiments and evaluation, it is observed that AdaBoost over decision tree
performs better than the other classification algorithms implemented. The
exploratory search system satisfies the three requirements that are lookup
learn and investigate during the search process. Contributions to this work
are to build a conceptual model for the recommendation system through the
dataset of user events and finding the implementation of an exploratory
search mechanism in an e-commerce application.
Keywords: Recommender System, Exploratory Search, Machine Learning,
Full Text Search

Introduction
Recommend a better product and improving the search
experience on the e-commerce application to the end
users, can be more beneficial for the companies. It showed
that, in e-commerce applications, there is a lack of a
strong recommender program with a better search
experience. Choosing a product over the internet is simple,
with the aid of E-commerce applications. However, many
items coming from many websites, it is difficult to say
which would match individual interests and this inquiry
usually relates to the recommendation of a product offered
to a particular customer. The exhibition of rating based
collaboration filtering system of an individual product

might not be sound because of less evaluating recurrence.
Also, it is critical to show recently enlisted products
having no rating. The less evaluating recurrence problem
and the problem of the new product are primary
difficulties for a suggestion to a user or customer. In this
study, a generalized recommendation system technique is
proposed for ecommerce application using the exploratory
search. The main contributions to this research is to
formulate the product quality measurement by user events
dataset and finding implementation of exploratory search
process. A Hotel Recommender System website is
planned to be built which will recommend hotels by the
hotel groups and will facilitates the users to search for the
best hotels by the exploratory search engine.
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Literature Review
Some essential information about machine learning,
classification algorithms that will be implemented in work
is incorporated, which will be helpful for detail
investigation afterward. Most of the work analyses and
describes the different kind of recommender framework and
popular
recommendation
algorithms
and
its
implementations. Methods that give recommendation
dependent on the client’s taste to find suitable item for them
by separating customized data dependent on the client’s
inclinations from a large amount of data (Das et al., 2017).
They use Content-based filtering, Collaborative filtering,
Demographic filtering, Knowledge-Based and Hybrid
recommender system. In this study (Jiang et al., 2019)
focused on the issue of low accuracy of the traditional
slope one algorithm and the untreated ratings in
recommender frameworks. Bring trust into the
recommendation system, calculate the client similarity to
characterize trust metrics. A limitation of their work is
the new item issue where recommendations are required
for things that nobody has yet rated.
Another work (Hwangbo et al., 2018), introduces a
suitable recommendation system executed in a
considerable manner fashion organization that sells
fashion items through both online and offline shopping
centres'. Client conduct data and item data to distinguish
client inclinations and proactively recommend things that
they are probably going to purchase where collaborative
filtering is used. The tests are limited in that they can’t
clarify the impacts of the utilization of the online-offline
data and the impacts of inclination decay after some time.
Customized hotel suggestions to their clients and construct
a machine learning model to anticipate the booking result
for a client occasion (Shenoy et al., 2017), because of
their search and different characteristics related to that
client occasion. The arbitrariness actuated by real-world
data makes it challenging to find a shape and need
additional improvement.
In this study (Isinkaye et al., 2015), talked about the
two traditional recommendation systems and featured
their qualities and difficulties with various sort of
hybridization procedures used to improve their activities.
Information filtering frameworks that manage the issue
of data over-burden by filtering imperative data section
out of enormous measure of powerfully produced data as
per client’s inclinations, intrigue, or watched conduct
about thing. They use Content-based filtering,
Collaborative filtering (Zhang et al., 2015), Hybrid
filtering and the limitation is new item problem. A
comparative study results of an exploratory laboratorybased study comparing user behaviour in Amazon,
which offers non-personalized recommendations and
WorldCat.org which does not, Interactive Information
Retrieval is used (Wakeling et al., 2014). Hotel
suggestion using collaborative filtering and rankboost

algorithm to ignore new item issue. Vast amount of data
creating a user-item rating matrix, searched the same
interest and isolate them into a cluster using similarity
equation. The data burden become considerably more
genuine problem, different markers about the amusement
of product which ought to be considered in picking
group focuses (Huming and Weili, 2010).
Distinguished and characterized the qualities of
exploratory search and utilized them as information
looking model assessment framework (Palagi et al.,
2017). A relative study with respect to qualities and
models of exploratory search proposing criteria and
techniques for the structure and assessment of
exploratory web crawlers. Definition of Exploratory is
yet unclear and poorly-defined (Athukorala et al., 2016).
The most particular markers that describe exploratory
search practices are query length, maximum scroll depth
and task fulfilment time. In the event of exploratory
search task, used algorithms can expand the level of
investigation to retrieve progressively various points and
in the lookup task, they can expand the degree of
exploitation to retrieve smaller outcomes. An exploratory
system (Fafalios and Tzitzikas, 2014), proficient search
depends on semantic post-investigation and showing the
top results for a keyword, using pproc (post processor) to
categorize the keywords and ranks the metadata.
The idea of exploratory search (Marie et al., 2014;
Jiang, 2014), showing essential hypothetical establishments,
explaining unpredictable significance from the parts of the
issue setting and the search procedure. Anticipating the
improvement patterns of the exploratory search field by
the social idea of data chasing using Hierarchical
classification, Faceted classification, Dynamic clustering,
social classification. This research on exploratory search
has been concentrating on person clients’ search operation,
overlooking the social contribution to data exploration. This
paper (Ruotsalo et al., 2013) implemented Interactive Intent
Model to perform the exploratory search. This model takes
interactions and feedback, learns from them, predict future
search intent and it is not a replacement of the querytyping interaction. A normal idea of exploratory search
framework, extracting information, creating an entityrelationship schema (Bozzon et al., 2013). Search
parameters are not easy to use. A model framework
(Singh et al., 2013; Palagi et al., 2017) creating
experiential client information paradigm Queries. A
novel description connection paradigm for exploratory
web search which permits synchronous and semantically
associated description of inquiry results from various
semantic points of view. They are relied upon to be of
pertinence to a wide class of issues in data retrieval
including diverse heterogeneous information and
complex data needs. A research tools (Marchionini, 2006;
Ariyanto et al., 2019) basic for exploratory search
achievement include the formulation of new interfaces that
move the process above predictable certainty retrieval.
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There are more opportunities for mining client personal
conduct standards and applying antagonistic enumerating
that attempts to exploit framework and client practices.

User Interaction
The user interaction model shows in Fig. 1 the
interaction with the system and system response with
respect to the user individual request. The user
interaction data is collected from the user events. The
event may a click or a purchase of the product. Tracking
of the user events is necessary for recommendation. The
interaction data will be feed into the classification model
to predict the product groups. The user interaction
contains 11 main features. These key features are
necessary for the classification. There could be other
feature as well which depends on the e-commerce
application domain.

Proposed model
In this research, the objective is to create a conceptual
model for the e-commerce recommender system based
on user interaction data and make an exploratory search
engine to search the products by the query to the
website. The product contains product group which
needs to classify by feeding the user interaction data to
the trained algorithm model.

Recommender System Framework

Algorithm

The proposed recommender system is done by three
main steps. The first phase includes interaction data
collection to the system database. The next phase
includes, training the algorithm with the user
interaction data and the last phase is, prediction of hotel
groups by feeding appropriate interactions data into the
classification model.

To predict the product groups by the user interaction
data, first, the classification algorithm needs to be
trained. Some classification algorithms are chosen to
classify the product groups. The best classification
algorithm will be chosen after the classification
performance evaluation.

Interface and system

Component
Component
Component

Interaction
User purpose

System liability

Request

Retrieve list

Select

Show preview

Confirm

Insert illustration
Close illustration

Fig. 1: User interaction model
User interface

Document

Search

Parser

Query

Parser

Tokens

Tokens
Dictionary

Dictionary
Results
Normalized
Lexems
ts_vector

Normalized
Lexems
ts_query

Fig. 2: Full text search
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Product Group Prediction

9)

The product group prediction will be done by feeding
the correct user interaction data into the trained model.
Choosing the correct interaction data is important. There
are two ways to retrieve the data from the user
interaction database. The first way is when search occurs
on the website. In that case, the user interaction data
retrieval will be based on the search results. The search
result products features will have impact on the
recommendation of the products. The another one is, when
the click event occurs. In that case, the recommendation
will be based on the clicked item category or other users’
same interactions on the same product or based on the
nearby location where the click event occurred. These
decisions will be varying from different e-commerce
application domain. The decisions will be decided by the
e-commerce application decision makers.

The full text search helps to acquire the exploratory
search mechanism to this research implementation. The
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) functionality
gives instant search result to the application for every
word input and without reloading the application. The
search results then help the users to obtain a clearer idea
about the query. From these result the user can interpret
and compare that what he is looking for. Also, By the
instant search result the user will have a clear idea about
the search query. Thanks to the AJAX for this features
which helps the user to learn about the products and gives
the user an idea about the query. There is three main phase
of exploratory search. These are: Lookup, Learn and
Investigate. The lookup phase will be handled by the full
text search. Then, the instant search result will help the
user learn and investigate about the products and the user
will have an idea about the query.

Exploratory Search Framework
In this research work, the exploratory search is
implemented by full text search mechanism as shown
in Fig. 2. For the implementation, the PostgreSQL
database has been used which supports full text search
mechanism. Full text search facilitates two major
functions for searching on the database.
The functions are ts vector and ts query:
1)
2)

ts vector: Creates a list of tokens of the query text.
ts query: Query the vector for the occurrence of
certain words or phrases.
Here are some features of Full Text Search:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Stemming
Ranking
Stop-words removal
Multiple language support
Accent support
Indexing
Phrase search

System Workflow
The system workflow indicates how the overall
recommender system and exploratory search work
together in an implemented system. From the Fig. 3,
there are two individual interactions from the system.
One is by the search query which is referred by blue
arrow signs and the other is the events by the users
which is referred by the black arrow signs.
When a user searches on the system, the search
results of the products come with the product
recommendations based on the following search results
which help the users to choose the product by the
recommendation also. The user interactions data retrieval
from the search result may vary depending on the search
or the events that occurred by the user.
Interface and system
Query

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Events
User
interaction
model

Full text
search

The named entities of the product data help to acquire
the search results based on the search query. For this
research implementation, the named entity columns of
hotel data are used to obtain search results:
1)

Review badge: Review badge of the hotel

Accommodation type: Accommodation type of the
Hotel
Hotel name: Hotel/Resort name
Address: Hotel detailed address
District: Hotel district
Region: Hotel region
Country: Hotel country
Star rating: Rating of the hotel
Guest rating: Guest Rating of the hotel

Search
results

product_type/product_category/product_group

Results by
group
prediction

Fig. 3: System Workflow
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Experimental Analysis
According to this research, the category of the ecommerce application product data is divided into two
parts. One is the product data which has the necessary
details about products including product name, product
price etc. Another one is the user events data. The user
events data consist of some features which represents
how the user interacted to the website. There should be
some features of the product which helps to formulate
the product group. The product group plays an important
rule to recommend products to the consumers by the
product
group
classification.
This
research
implementation will be based on the hotel booking
application. The Expedia provides the user interaction
data which helps us to do the experiment and
performance evaluation on those data.

Dataset Collection
For this research purpose, the user interaction data
are used. For the experiment of this research, the dataset
should contain user events. The user interaction dataset
acquired from the Kaggle website which is provided by
the Expedia. Expedia provided logs of customer
behaviour. These include what customers searched for,
how they interacted to the Expedia website. The train
dataset contains around 300 million record with 24
different columns and the test dataset contains around 75
million records. These data represent the user events to
the website. For this research implementation and
experiment purpose, all of the 24 columns are not
necessary. After removing some of the columns, the
experiment accuracies and the performance of the
classification grow. Also, after removing some of the
columns the dataset still represents as the user events
data in Table 1. The Expedia dataset consist of null data

and the garbage values. For this reason, the dataset needs
to be cleaned before the experiment. The proposed
dataset is based on the concept of the Expedia user
events dataset. The product dataset may vary depends on
the different e-commerce application domain. The
product dataset should have the seller and consumer
rating for the product group formulation.

Data Preprocessing
The data preprocessing is all about transform the raw
data in a useful and efficient format. There are some
columns in Expedia dataset which will not use in this
experiment. These data columns are, site name, posa
continent, is mobile, is package, channel, srch destination
type id, hotel continent and cnt. Without these columns,
the dataset still represents user events well. The null and
the garbage value will be removed from the dataset. The
duplicate columns will be removed. The columns which
contains the timestamp as the data these columns divided
by the month and the year. After cleaning, there is 1.9
million interactions data found. The dataset columns are
mentioned below after cleaning.

Exploratory Search Evaluation
The full text search is implemented in the website
called http://www.recsys.xyz to acquire the exploratory
search mechanism to this research implementation. As it
was explained before that the Asynchronous JavaScript
and XML (AJAX) functionality gives instant search
result to the application for every word input and without
reloading the application. When a user searches on the
system, the search results of the products come with the
product recommendations based on the following search
results which help the users to choose the product by the
recommendation also.

Table 1: Data fields after cleaning of Expedia user events dataset
Field name
Field description
Date time year
The year
Data time month
The month
Hotel country
Hotel country
Is booking
1 if a booking, 0 if a click
Orig destination distance
Physical distance between a hotel and float a customer at the time of the search
Srch adults cnt
The number of adults specified in the hotel room
Srch children cnt
The number of children specified in the hotel room
Srch ci year
Check-in date
Srch ci month
Check-in date
Srch co year
Check-out date
Srch co month
Check-out date
Srch destination id
ID of the destination where the hotel search was performed
Srch rm cnt
The number of hotel rooms spec- ified
User id
The number of hotel rooms spec- ified
User location city
The ID of the city the customer is located
User location country
The ID of the country the customer is located
User location region
The ID of the region the customer is located
Hotel cluster
ID of a hotel cluster
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Lookup:
1.

2.

3.

Known item search: The hotel data exist in the
database. The search results are fetched from the
database
Navigation: The search results are dependent on the
search query. The search results navigate the user to
surf specific products
Transaction: The transaction happens whenever a
user types letters in the search box

Table 2: Tree depth vs accuracy comparison of Adaboost over
decision tree classifier
Tree depth
Accuracy
Group size 5
3
46.40%
5
51.97%
10
65.17%
Group size 10
3
28.71%
5
32.48%
10
43.86%

Learn:
1.

2.

Knowledge acquisition: After getting the idea from
the ajax search results, the user gets about what to
search next to get the desired result. The
recommendations are based on the search results
interaction from the database
Interpretation: The interpretation of search results
recommendations based on similar search
interactions occurred before

AdaBoost Over Decision Tree Classifier
Description
Adaptive Boosting with the Decision Tree Classifier
would help to acquire better accuracy level. Essentially, it
sets the weights of the classifiers and train the data sample
in each iteration to ensure accurate predictions of unusual
observations. The results after applying AdaBoost over
Decision Tree Classifier are mentioned in Table 2.

Investigation:

Graph Plot

1.

After boosting with the AdaBoost over the
Decision Tree Classifier the accuracy grows in Fig. 4.
It is because, the AdaBoost Classifier set weights of
the classifiers and train the data sample in each
iteration to ensure accurate predictions. The AdaBoost
over the classifiers algorithm enhance the accuracy
level and gives better result.

2.
3.

Analysis: The analysis will be done by the user
when the ajax search happens.
Evaluation: The evaluation will be done by sorting
the highest recommended products.
Discovery: The discovery of the desired product will
be chosen by the user based on the recommendation
and the search results.

Performance Evaluation

Classification Report

In this research, the classification algorithms are
chosen for the experiment and evaluation. The user
interaction data consist of 100 hotel group. So, to
classify the hotel groups the classification algorithms
will be suitable. The main goal is to measure different
algorithms performance and finally select the best one.
Each of the algorithm performance evaluation includes
Accuracy measurement, graph plot by the accuracies
found by running the algorithm, classification report and
ROC curve. These performance evaluation techniques
help us to choose the best classifier. For the
implementation of classification algorithm, the scikitlearn library is chosen. This library provides the machine
learning
classification
algorithms,
performance
evaluation methods. To run the algorithms, perform
analysis and capture the results the Kaggle kernel is
used. The Kaggle kernel specifications consist of 4 CPU
Cores, 16 Gigabytes of RAM and 5 Gigabytes of auto
saved disk space. For the implementation and analysis of
this research, 5 product groups of size(s) 5, 10, 20, 50
and 100 are created out of the original dataset.

The AdaBoost over the Decision Tree Classifier
classification report was measured for the 10 hotel
groups in Fig. 5. Here, for the Group 2 has the precision
score 0.50 out of 1.00 which indicates that the proportion
of the correctly predicted of Group 2 interactions out of
all predicted Group 2 interactions by the classification.
The recall score of Group 2 is 0.48 out of 1.00 which
indicates that the proportion of the correctly predicted of
Group 2 interactions out of the number of Group 2
interactions by the classification. The F1 score for the
Group 2 is 0.49 out of 1.00. After boosting, the
precision, recall and F1 score improves a lot compared to
the other previously evaluated algorithms. The lowest
precision, recall and F1-score is 0.33, 0.32 and 0.32
which is considerable. The more the F1 score will be, the
classification model will be assumed better. The macro
average for the precision, recall and F1 score is 0.44,
0.44 and 0.44 out of 1.00. The weighted average for the
precision, recall and F1 score is also the same. Here, the
support value for each hotel group indicates the number
of samples of the true response of that class.
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Tree depth Vs accuracy for AdaBoost over random forest classifier
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12

Tree depth

Fig. 4: Tree depth vs Accuracy of AdaBoost over Decision Tree Classifier

Fig. 5: Classification report of AdaBoost over decision tree classifier
ROC curve for AdaBoost classifier over decision tree
1.0

True positive rate

0.8

0.6
ROC curve of group 0 (area = 0.88)
ROC curve of group 1 (area = 0.90)
ROC curve of group 2 (area = 0.90)
ROC curve of group 3 (area = 0.87)
ROC curve of group 4 (area = 0.90)
ROC curve of group 5 (area = 0.90)
ROC curve of group 6 (area = 0.92)
ROC curve of group 7 (area = 0.79)
ROC curve of group 8 (area = 0.83)
ROC curve of group 9 (area = 0.84)

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

False positive rate

Fig. 6: ROC curve of AdaBoost over decision tree classifier
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Accuracy comparison of the implemented algorithms for 10 hotel groups
40

30

20

10

0
Naïve
Bayes

Multi-class
logistic
regression

Decision
tree

Random
forest

AdaBoost
(RF)

AdaBoost
(DT)

Fig. 7: Accuracy comparison of the implemented algorithms for 10 hotel groups

ROC Curve
Now, from the above ROC curve observation in Fig. 6,
the lowest Area under Curve (AUC) of the ROC curve is
79 and the highest AUC of the ROC curve is 92. It seems
that, after applying AdaBoost over the Decision Tree
Classifier the model performs better and ensure accurate
predictions of different groups. It is assumed that the more
AUC of the ROC, the model is assumed to be better.

Analysis
The AdaBoost over the Decision Tree Classifier
performs better. The classification of different classes is
good. So, from the above observations, the AdaBoost
over Decision Tree fits best with the current dataset. The
recommender system will be implemented based on the
AdaBoost over Decision Tree Classification model.
The chart mentioned in the Fig. 7 represents the
accuracy difference of the implemented algorithms.
These are the highest accuracies found for the 10 hotel
groups. The bar chart shows that the AdaBoost over
Decision Tree Classifier performs better than other
implemented algorithms because of the error are
minimized by the boosting approach. The misclassified
product is classified rightly by AdaBoost classifier. For
this reason, the accuracy is high compared to other
implemented algorithms.

research, a conceptual model for recommender system and
exploratory search is given. The product group
formulation has been done which has an important role to
recommend products. There is a huge chance of future
research on recommender system and exploratory search
model. In this research work, the implementation has
been done using user interaction data with different
features. Extracting more features from the interactions
data will contribute to improve the recommendation
system. Also, the more the real user data can be gathered
the classification model will be good to classify the
product groups. Finding more features and adding them
in the dataset will bring a significant change in the
results of the product groups prediction. For the
exploratory search analysis, other efficient search
frameworks can be used to give the better search result.
Also, giving more effective search result to the users can be
beneficial. Beside this, answering query questions is
another important feature to implement. In this research
work, the dataset is trained with several machine learning
algorithms. In future new algorithms can be implementing
for better accuracy and results. For exploratory search
process there is a feature can be included which is how to
answer the question about the search query.
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